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Abstract. The eBook annotations such as bookmarks and notes are used
basically in the visual form. Reading-disabled people have much difficulty to
use such annotations on digital talking books. In this paper, we suggest a voice
annotation technique that can record annotations by using only voice and
hearing sense. The annotation recording uses voice recognition function and
time-positioning algorithm to decide the position of a voice annotation on book
reading. For the Reading-disabled people, our model provides an adaptive
interface which services voice and display to make them read eBook effectively.
Our voice annotation system is implemented on Android platforms, and
it consists of 4 modules: input, analysis, storing and output.
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1

Introduction

A reading-disabled people is a person who have difficulty in reading including
blind, presbyopia, dyslexia, or another physical disability[1]. As the world is changing
into an Aging Society, the numbers of people with reading disabilities are growing
faster than expected. This increase has led the rising demand for ‘Spoken text’, giving
anybody the ability to use eBook without any barriers. An annotation is a note or a
comment that is added to text in a book, but to use it, reading-disabled users need a
voice annotation system. Aside from just listening to text, they want to record their
thoughts and opinions and re-open their annotations when necessary. However,
traditional eBook viewer software, even the viewer for disabled people, is screenbased without proper regard to the needs of reading-disabled users. Besides, most
eBook software for the disabled only provides a bookmarking function, so users are
not able to record notes of their thoughts and opinions on a specific location where
they want.
In this paper, we suggest a voice annotation system that enables the disabledreaders to record annotations anywhere they want by voice. This would improve
reading environment as well as user satisfaction. In addition to advantages of
traditional audio books, this system is implemented to run on smartphone, allowing
the user to record the additional information and browse it anytime anywhere.
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2

Related Work

AMIS[2] is an open-source playback software program, developed by the
DAISY(Digital Accessible Information System)[3] Consortium. It has many practical
functions such as its own vocalization interface, searching the original content, and
regulating the speaking speed, but it only offers a simple bookmark function as an
additional memo function.
EasyReader[4] is a charged software that provides full support for EPUB[5]. It
also supports embedded objects such as SVG images, and MathML. Users can take
text or audio notes by bookmarking. Audio notes can be recorded through microphone,
and users can check their recorded voice with the playback button. However, there are
several weaknesses in this software. There are some physical variables, such as noise
which is occurred during recording because this system uses the raw recorded media
files. Note file’s contents and detailed information are also hard to be modified.
eBook software for mobile has relatively intuitive and simple interface
comparing to one for PC. Android-Daisy-ePub-Reader[6] is a collaborative project to
create an electronic book reader that supports DAISY, but it only reads text without
displaying it. Annotation functions are not provided as well.
All eBook playback software discussed above provide functions such as the
ability to add notes and bookmarks, but using these functions are very limited for
visually impaired users since they cannot operate the screen to decide where to locate
annotations. Therefore, we focus on that enables readers to record annotations
anywhere they by voice.

3

Voice Annotation System

In this section, we would discuss possible issues that must be considered to
implement Voice Annotation System (V-Anno). Then, we would introduce our
system using new solutions.
An issue arises when reading-disabled users record voice annotations.

The difference between user’s desired location and actual location
when recording annotations.
First of all, unlike low vision readers who can use both sight and auditory sense,
blind readers have to completely depend on auditory sense. So when blind users add
an annotation on a specific position, where annotation is actually recorded may not
correspond to the position where user intended. To solve this issue, we designed a VAnno System that enables users to record voice annotations. Also we separated
annotation input & output type into screen-based and voice-based interface. Whereas
blind readers add annotations using voice, low vision or learning disabled readers
utilize text screen as well as voice.
Since voice is being played even when blind readers record annotations, the
position where readers want doesn’t correspond to where annotation is actually
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recorded. Because the user adds annotations on already read sentence, this step is
especially essential for readers who are highly dependent on auditory sense. Therefore,
the system decides where to record the annotation based on a sentence that includes
selected word or syllable.
Analysis phase is necessary for sentence determination. We measured the number
of words, and playback time in 100 sentences from 2 audio books. As a result, an
average playback time for one word was 0.58(±0.87) seconds and a sentence was
composed of least 3 words or up to 27 words, with an average of 9.8.
We use 10 words units to determine where to record annotations. This is based on
the psychology research on memory [7][8] and the statistical fact, as previously
measured.
This system determines an exact location depending on word count and playback
time of a sentence that includes the annotation requested time(T Req). Based on the
average playback time of 10 words(5.8 seconds), if T Req is included within first 5
words’ playback time, it selects previous sentence(Si-1) otherwise current sentence(Si).
This equation is defined Eq 1.

(1)
If selected position is in an invalid playback time(IT i), space between two
sentences(Si and Si+1), current sentence(Si) is chosen. Figure 1 shows a diagram of
input time.

Fig. 1 A diagram of Annotated time

4

Implementation

This System is android-based[9], and used Google Speech API for voice recognition,
Google Korean TTS Engine for voice synthesis. We experimented the system on
Android Emulator and Samsung Galaxy Tab[10]. Figure 2 shows sample V-Anno
screens for experiment.
To evaluate the success of the proposed voice annotation implementation, two
small tests were conducted. 4 people participated in our test. In the first experiment,
each participants record 15 annotations. Then, they checked the locations where
annotations were created. As a result, 58 annotations were successfully located on the
right positions.
Copyright © 2014 SERSC
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Fig. 2 V-Anno Screens

5.

Conclusion

In this research, we suggest V-Anno System that enables reading-disabled users to
record voice annotations using voice and auditory sense. This system is divided into 4
modules: input, analysis, storing, and output.
We made contributions for voice annotation position determination method by
adopting time positioning algorithm for our annotation model. When annotation
requested in the sentence, this technique determine the annotating sentence
considering the first 5 words’ playback time. Our model is expected to enable the
users with reading disabilities to record and navigate annotations just using auditory
sense. Also, built on current smart phone, V-Anno can enrich reading environment
and quality of life regardless of time and space. We expect that V-Anno can help to
educate and train people with reading disabilities, and provide an environment
conducive to education, stability and job creation for them.
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